Legal Information Services

10 NIFTY WAYS
to find legal information

Our extensive legal content collection is also widely used by libraries, individuals and public
and private organisations. Access to the latest Bills and legislation, as well as historical and
archived information, our legal content collection empowers those who require it with the
critical, up-to-date information they need to ensure compliance and make sound business
decisions in South Africa’s fast-paced legislative landscape.

For easily searchable and quick-to-find legal information, look no further than
Sabinet’s Legal Information Services.
• Reliable
• Up to date

• Accurate
• Easy to use
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Legal Information Services
SA Gazettes
Choose Sabinet’s South African Government and Provincial Gazettes (SA Gazettes) service for an easily accessible online collection of SA gazetted
information. The available content dates back to 1994 and the service is updated as gazettes become available.

National Legislation (NetLaw)
NetLaw contains all updated and consolidated South African Principal Acts, Rules and Regulations since 1910 as well as Amendment Acts, Drafts and
Drafts for Comment. Updated as new legislation and amendments are released, you’ll always have the most up-to-date information at your fingertips.

Bill Tracker & Parliamentary Documents
Stay abreast of the status of every Bill tabled before Parliament, as well as draft Bills, policy documents, submissions and other documents. We track them
every step of the way, so you don’t have to. All you need to know is that the information we provide is accurate, complete and easy to use.

Sabinet Judgments
A database of unreported and reported judgments from all courts. Save time and effort through optimal discovery and ease of access to the required
judgments. The product further allows you to discover related items to the judgments such as legislation, articles and many more.

Retrospective Gazettes Archive
If you need easy online access to historical South African Government and Provincial Gazettes, look no further than Sabinet’s Retrospective Gazette Archive.
Dating back to 1910, our easy-to-use search functionality makes finding what you’re looking for quick and painless.

Provincial Legislation (Provincial NetLaw)
All Provincial Legislation together with Regulations in terms of Acts and Ordinances applicable today are available via Provincial NetLaw. Whether you want
a complete retrospective view of the legislation’s history or a view of a specific point in time, it’s a trouble-free search with Provincial NetLaw.

Customised Monitoring Services
Sabinet Monitoring Services provides accurate and reliable reports on government policies and legislative developments that will affect any industry. Decide
on your fields of interest and how frequently you’d like to be updated and leave the rest to us. You’ll stay up to date and on top of legislative changes
without having to do all the work.

Sabinet Legal Registers
Sabinet Legal Registers takes the effort and stress out of managing your organisation’s corporate governance and legal compliance. You’ll get a single
dashboard view of detailed and well-organised information as well as updates of relevant legislative changes that affect you, with descriptions of how these
changes impact your operations.

Municipal By-Laws
For a comprehensive collection of all South African by-laws on one centralised platform, sign up for Sabinet’s Municipal By-Laws. You can access complete
full texts of all by-laws in force and applicable in Municipalities in all nine provinces, from 1995 to the present day.

Sabinet Labour
Sabinet Labour is a comprehensive resource for your labour information needs, providing up-to-date reported and unreported judgments in PDF as they
become available. You get access to Acts, reported and unreported Judgments and Bargaining Council Agreements, and much more.

Contact us for more information
+27 12 643 9500
www.sabinet.co.za
info@sabinet.co.za

